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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in the methodology of stable isotope

tracers (Deuterium, O, C , N ) , together with the known

14
applications of tritium and C , have opened up new possibilities in

studies on the quality of the environment. In addition to describing the

dynamic behaviour of environmental systems,' the combined tracing and

dating approach facilitates reconstruction of the geochemical history of

critical pollution areas and enables the testing of models describing complex

environment systems and their response to changes, natural or man-made.

Surveys of the tracer variation in the systems provide a base line for

distinguishing between natural and man-made changes; the models calibrated

on the past evolution of the system can then be used to forecast the effect

of possible future environmental changes. The discussion includes the

pollution effects caused by direct introduction of noxious substances as well

as by increases in the concentration of natural constituents as a result of

man-induced changes in the water balance and flow regime.
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INTRODUCTION

Man is justifiably concerned with the changes in his physical

environment. These changes which occur on a wide range of space and time

scales have profound influence on man's well being and ultimately his

survival. Some of these changes are natural and inherent in the geophysical

and geochemical restructuring of the earth. Others are the result of the

action of man, who as the last and most significant factor among his

biological predecessors, is capable of powerful and concerted activities

which affect the environment locally and globally, inadvertantly and

consciously. Of.these, the possible changes of climate are the most

universal and of far-reaching consequence.

The composition even of "undisturbed" environmental systems vary

because of the unsteadiness of natural processes. Water resources fluctuat-

ions, as an example, come about through short-term climate fluctuations,

seasonal effects and ecological variations. Longer lasting cl imatic,

hydrological and geomorphologícal processes cause slow drifts of the values of

the environmental parameters. In groundwater systems in pcillc;.-'«!-, the space

and time characteristics of the water quality are determined by the recharge

rate, the outflow pattern and the geochemical and biochemical interactions

which occur in the aquifer. Of these, the recharge,especially,is controlled

both by short term weather variations and long lasting climatic changes.
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Man's impact on these systems is twofold: First there is the

introduction of harmful substances, waste products of domestic and industrial

activities and of agricultural practices, whose dissemination throughout the

system is governed by its natural dynamics. Secondly, there is interference

and modification of the system proper, which can result in the increase of

concentrations of naturally occurring components to harmful levels. Both

these inroads on the quality of the environment are defined as pollution

and for our purposes wi l l be categorized as direct and indirect pollution ,

respectively. In the extreme case, the increasing concentrations of the

minor components may result in the modification of the system itself; either a

runaway, possibly irreversible, process which would increase the disturbance

to an extreme (positive feedback), or, more commonly, a self-limiting process

controlled by a negative feedback mechanism. In the latter class we include

societal measures curbing pollution which are motivated by the concern

about the quality of the environment.

The basic questions posed are the distinction between the effect

of natural and man-made elements and sources of contaminants, the recogn-

ition and evaluation of long term trends and, most generally, the prediction

of pollution levels in space and time resulting from both natural and man-

made sources and from changes in the environmental systems.

Environmental isotopic tracers, other mino; components and, to a

more limited extent, artificially introduced tracers can contribute significantly
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towards answering these and similar questions. Predictions can thus be made

and remedial measures instituted before the problems get out of hand

completely. Since the methodology of tracers in hydrologic, oceanic and

atmospheric systems has been extensively studied in recent years, we can

draw on this experience '

DIRECT AND LIMITED POLLUTION

(12)
Direct pollution can be broken up into four stages : First, the

source properties, i . e . , the mechanism, form, quantity, timing and place of

introduction into the environmental system; secondly, the transport through

the medium, which is governed by the dynamic properties of the medium at

large, at the time and space scale appropriate to the particular pollutant and

problem ; thirdly, the specific sinks and interactions which differentiate

between the bulk and the particular mofsrial, such as gravitational settling of

particulates, radioactive decay and diffusional differentiation; lastly, the

incorporation into the biosphere and the effects thereof. In the following

discussion we leave out this fourth stage and entrust it to the hands of the

health physicist and the biologist.

If we had an initially clean environment and a steady-state

system to start wi th, any pollution problem could be reduced to a separate

treatment of these four stages: (1) the determination of the source strength

(2) study of the environmental system and its description in the form of a

Jf^WMÊM^Mi^^
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dispersion model, taking into account the man-initiated processes which

change the environment and (3) study of the processes which segregate and

differentiate between the pollutant and the bulk medium through which it is

being dispersed. Tracer methods are invoked in this context on two levels,

namely, in the study of the system proper and in the specific study of the pollut-

ant in the system:

(a) Tracers can be used to study the detailed kinematics of the

environmental system proper, its mixing and dispersive properties, without regard

to the particular properties of the pollutant. Such investigations have become

the established domain of the environmental isotopes and of those arti f icial

tracers which follow the natural medium ideally and thus trace its movements.

The techniques used, namely dating, pulse tracing oi dilution analysis, have

been described in relation to the study of groundwater systems . These

methods have been useful adjuncts to the more basic methods based on the

hydrodynamic equations, and helpful in the formulation of dynamic models of

these systems. They really come into their own in the study of the dispersive

properties of the media, which is the property of concern when describing

the spread of pollution. Examples of such studies performed by our group are

the determination of aquifer parameters and of the dispersive properties or

groundwaters using soluble tracers such as KJ Co(CN),, ' ' the residence
á • O

time determination of water in Lake Tiberias using bomb-produced Tritium

.' -l
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puses' , α^d the study of horizonta! dispersion in the ocean surface !ayere

Lit-g dye patches^ .

(b; The study cf the dispersion ar.d fate of a particular poHutant

car* a'io be studied through the use of racers, which in this case Simulate a fuii

itoíe pciíuHo/i. release and can antic paie its ouicome. The exercise may

'- jci..e the release of the cher?>Eca! or radionuclide concerned at a detectabíe

but- ret- yet hazardous lexfeü. Alternative!/, eiiher ar idertifiable isotopic

specie; cf the pot!u*cr:? rr.ay set^e aí trace' or a cJcte'y reJaíed chernícal having

v!Ti'-'O! geceber^tca1; picoperties. Radioactive teacers are porticuiarfy üsefuS

because of their Sow detecitcr írrif'. Such an expetirnent is u<suaHy devised to

-ieasure the difference betwee-r. the movement of (he poik"*ar;t and thet of the

mediur" ( which k separate!/ ttudfed, as described in (a)), However, if »he

s-̂ *e<? K eEEertíaííy a t steady state, it may suffice to de'eribe the d'ispeii;Scn

α-̂ d pofhway cf the polSutanf material, wiiheut día^rgijiznfog between its

peciä'.iac behaviour and tha< of the medium through wVr.r; ii propagates, The

disadvantage of such a restrictive approach if ov -,."icbiifty to infer from such an

exper'rrier.t on the movement of oíheç- cointamSra/rf.- or extiapoiate to situations

'"'^''•'"g a changed physicai environment. The ciass'sc exompie o*" th:3 rrethod

r>. giver- by the study of bomb fallout activity as a model for more widespread

Casio-, product contarrination.
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WIDESPREAD & MULTIBLE-SOURCE POLLUTIONT
In reality thje separation of the pollution problem into fractions

independently
which can be studiedAof each other is fraught with difficulty. By the time we

are called upon to study a pollution problem, most of the systems are no longer

in a "virginal" condition, nor in a steady state. Pollution of both noxious and

natural components is on the increase. The problems are compounded and we

cannot any longer study or detect individual sources of pollution. Rather, one

is faced with the necessity of differentiating between different sources of

contamination and of establishing the natural components. Of primary interest

are components such as atmospheric CO_ , or salinity in water, which have

pronounced effects on the system itself, e .g . world climate in the case of

atmospheric CO» and density current structures in the case of incroníss of salt

concentration in the water bodies. Their behaviour obviously is a non-linear

problem, with feedbacks leading to instabilities and irreversible changes.

A more complex set of questions is being asked under these circum-

stances. The most basic of all may be to what extent the recorded changes are

the result of natural global trends of evolution and to what extent they have to

be branded as pollution. A rather similar set of questions is concerned with

the anthropogenic or natural origin of the materials studied. Ultimately the

problem again is one of basic understanding of the environmental processes

enabling predictions to be made.



Possibilities of the use of tracer methodology in this new situation

are different and manifoid. In addition to the methods reviewed above, we turn

on the one hand to enviionmental tracers which are trapped in sediments,

glaciers or other geologic materials. These serve as tools for reconstructing the

18 16
past evolution of the systems. Examples are the measurements of O / O

(A)
ratios in ice or sediments as indicators of the hydrologic,.femperature evolution.

Dating materials, such as natural Tritium, Carbon-14 and isotopes of the natural

radioactive series furnish the appropriate time scale of the processes. For the

most immediate past, direct observations of leveis of environmental isotopes and

ttace components such as atmospheric CO„ in many natural systems, whose

measurements are carried out on a global scale network, enable setting up some

model which describes the recent evolution of these systems.

Another tracing method whi ch finds increasing use in connection

with the problem at hand is the distinction between multiple sources of the

contaminant or contamination processes. Here we wil l utilize either differences

in the isotopic composition cf lhe pollutant at the source or differences in the

association of non-isotopic materiais with the pollutant,. Examples that can be

13 12
given include different C / C ratios in aufogenically produced carbonates

in a lake and those introduced as defritaí materia! from the erosion of the rocks

in the watershed ; differences in N / N composition between bacterially

reduced nitrogen compounds and those derived from fertilizers (pertaining to the

.at.
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problem of nitrate pollution in surface and groundwaters); Sr/ Sr ratios as

indicators of radioactive fallout origin ; or the association of salinity and

enriched O concentrations in those cases where the salinisation of water
/Q\

sources comes about by the admixture of surface brines

SUMMARY

We find tracing methods useful in connection with the study of

environmental systems and their pollution problems for a variety of purposes and

in a wide variety of situations. For this purpose we make use of quite varied

properties of the tracer materials, ronging from the radioactive decay ,which

defines a time scale,to the isotopic composition which is essentially a conserv-

ative property in most geophysical transport processes. Above all the distinctive

detectability of the tracer is utilized. The latter property requires, however,

reliable and detailed information on the "background" concentrations in the

system studied and on its natural variations. For this reason, among others, a

detailed survey of the tracer distribution in the systems studied wi l l be the first

step in any practical scheme involving the use of tracers.

From the geochemical methodological point of view ( and in order to

be able to relate the tracer's behaviour unequivocably to that of the material

studied), we have found it useful to distinguish between the following relation-

ships between tracer and tracee, enumerated in decreasing closeness of -•

association. This classification is proposed as a practical tool, f u l l y
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aware of the danger of cver-simplificavion in a schematic representation.

(a) Seif-tracing - • "• .. "-, .. . -

The materia! serves as its-own trace*' at levels below those of operational

levels. Study of radioactive,contaíninafíons, on ..the. one hand, and of

salinity on the other, are typicaí examples. Althoughrone would expect

the highest tracing fidelity in this category (since we are dealing with the

same material), it is necessary to watch out for effects which are non-linear

with respect to the concentration, Among these we can count absorption on

environmental surfaces at carrier-free trace concentrations and changes in

the density of solutions at high salt concentrations,

(b) Contamsnant tracing

Use o^a identifiable isotopic species of the material studied (also called a

(5)
primary tracer) or of a clpseiv related chemical "with similar geochemical

properties (secondary trace«-)- We have illustrated the use of such tracers

to study sources and dispersion of materials and particularly to differentiate

between various sources of the pollutants. WhHe this class of tracers is

chosen because of its very similar behaviour to that of the traced materials,

we must warn that many of the isotopse tracers used at natural abundances

acquire their characteristics and identifiably concentration levels by fractionation

processes (such as evaporation in the case of Ö oi Deuterium), whose effects

are similar to those of processes which are encountered by the tracer in the
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system- to be studied.

(c) Correlational tracing

The search for presence of tracers of different materials which are associated

with the tracee at the source and which are used to test hypotheses about the

origin of the pollutant. Obviously, their use is restricted to situations where

litt le chemical differentiation occurs between the tracer and the primary

material, and their use is less reliable than that of either primary or self

tracers.
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